We apply histogram analysis, photogeological methods, and tidal stress modeling to Porco et al.ʼs survey of 101 Enceladus South Polar Basin geysers and their three-dimensional orientations to test if the jet azimuths are influenced by their placement relative to surface morphology and tectonic structures. Geysers emplaced along the three most active tiger stripe fractures (Damascus Sulcus, Baghdad Sulcus, and Cairo Sulcus) occur in local groupings with relatively uniform nearest-neighbor separation distances (∼5 km). Their placement may be controlled by uniformly spaced en echelon Riedel-type shear cracks originating from left-lateral strike-slip fault motion inferred to occur along tiger stripes. The spacing would imply a lithosphere thickness of ∼5 km in the vicinity of the tiger stripes. The orientations of tilted geyser jets are not randomly distributed; rather their azimuths correlate with the directions either of tiger stripes, cross-cutting fractures, or else fine-scale local tectonic fabrics. Diurnal tidal stress modeling suggests that periodic changes of plume activity are significantly affected by crosscutting fractures that open and close at different times than the tiger stripes that they intersect. We find evidence of sub-kilometer scale morphological modification of surface geological features surrounding geysers from sublimation-aided erosion, and ablation, and scouring. We propose that the simultaneous crushing and shearing action of periodic transpressional tidal stress on ice condensing on the inside walls of geyser conduits is the mechanism that extrudes the peculiar, paired narrow ridges known as "shark fins" that flank the medial tiger stripe fissures. We present a gallery of high-resolution image mosaics showing the placement of all the jets in their source region and consequently their geological context.
INTRODUCTION
Icy geyser eruptions across the South Polar Terrain (SPT) of Enceladus are now known to emerge directly from tiger stripe rifts and associated fracture systems (Porco et al. 2006 . However, details of the vent geometry are hidden below the icy surface. The three-dimensional orientations of the erupting jets 4 may provide important clues about the nature of the conduits and the physical factors that most strongly control them. Porco et al. (2014) surveyed the locations and orientations of 101 geysers that were identified along the main trunks and branches of the 4 tiger stripes. The geysers do not all erupt in a perfectly vertical orientation: rather zenith angles and azimuth angles of the jets vary across the SPT. Here, we use the geyser data of Porco et al. (2014) to explore how the jet orientations are influenced by their placement relative to surface morphology and tectonic structures.
It is unknown whether the observed non-vertical orientation of some jets is incipient or if it develops over the lifetime of the jet; both scenarios are possible. Among many factors that might cause a deviation from vertical are asymmetries in the nearsurface shape, orientation, and dimensions of the conduit or fissure through which the jet erupts, or the presence of surface or near-surface obstacles, and/or by the local topographic slope direction at which the jet breaches the surface. The initial placement of a vent relative to pre-existing structures must play a role. A tilted vent may breach on a local topographic slope, such as along the wall of a fracture, it may be partially blocked by topographic obstacles such as valley walls, debris aprons, or narrow medial ridges called "shark-fins" that are observed to flank the medial crack along floors of tiger stripe valleys. The presence of structural fabrics or mechanical weaknesses, such as patterns of cross-cutting fractures that intersect the vent could be critically important. Asymmetries in the shape of the vent orifice may arise through active mechanisms such as tectonic deformation due to diurnal tidal forces, partial collapse from seismically liberated debris, and the growth of topographic structures such as spatter cones. Non-uniformities in the structure of a conduit are also likely to develop through both build-up and erosion by the erupting stream; that is, by the condensation of ice along the vent walls near the surface and by thermally and frictionally induced ablation or scouring, and icy shattering on the conduit walls. It might also be possible for adjacent vents to merge into a single one by propagation and enlargement of cracks connecting them. Goguen et al. (2013) estimate that vents detected in Cassini VIMS thermal observations of Baghdad Sulcus has an orifice diameter on the order of 9 m in width-a size that is generally below the best spatial resolutions of our Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) imaging coverage.
Our objective in this study is to search for physically significant relationships between the measured orientations of geyser jets and their placement relative to geological features on the surface by utilizing the highest resolution images available of the source regions of the geysers. We describe these data sets in Section 2 and we outline our approach for using them in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the results of our search and analysis of systematic patterns of jet orientations, their correlations with surface geological features, and an examination of the spacing of geysers along the tiger stripe fractures. We interpret and discuss the significance of these results in geological context in Section 5, and we present our conclusions and future work in Section 6.
DATA SETS
All of the data used in this study are derived from Cassini ISS images of Enceladus. The data consist of an accurate ISS South Polar Basemap Mosaic, the digitized profiles of the four major tiger stripes and associated fractures, Porco et al. (2004) measurements of the 3D configuration of all identified south polar geysers, and high-resolution NAC images that show the observed jet locations relative to surrounding geological features. Table 1 defines the observed, measured, and modeled quantities that are used in this study and the symbols that represent them.
Basemap Mosaic
We use the same Enceladus South Polar basemap as is described in Porco et al. (2014) . It is a controlled photomosaic assembled from ISS NAC [CL1:CL2 and CL1:GRN filter] images that have been photometrically corrected for limb-to-terminator brightness gradients and projected into polar stereographic projection. The map has a radius of 931.5 pixels, it covers latitudes from 65°S to 90°S and it has a spatial scale of 120 m pixel −1 at the center. West longitudes are assumed positive. When properly viewed, the prime meridian (0°W longitude) is oriented downward on the page and 180°W points toward the top. As described in Porco et al. (2014) , the longitude system in this map conforms to that used in Voyager maps, in which the prime meridian is shifted 3.5°E from the modern International Astronomical Union (IAU) convention (Archinal et al. 2011) . We adopt the same longitude system of Porco et al. (2014) to remain consistent with it and two companion papers Mitchell et al. 2015) . The locations of features in this basemap are considered accurate to within ±5 pixels.
Digitized Tiger Stripes
Tiger stripes and associated fractures were digitized directly from the basemap mosaic , each fracture as a consecutive point-by-point sequence of (sample, line) pixel coordinates which were later converted to geocentric (latitude, longitude) coordinates. The digitized points are sampled pixelby-pixel in a connect-the-dot fashion. The accuracy of each digitized point is assumed to be ±1.4 pixels in both the sample and line direction. Porco et al. (2014) completed a survey of the SPT geysers as imaged at high resolution (<1.3 km pixel −1 ) by Cassini ISS beginning in 2005 and extending through the very last Enceladus flyby in 2012 May. One hundred geysers were located either along the main trunks or branches of the 4 tiger stripe fractures; the exact position of an additional geyser was indeterminate. Several geysers were found to be time-variable, appearing to be active at times and inactive at others. The geyser data base contains the location as latitude and west longitude (j, ζ) of each jet. The accuracy of each determination varies depending upon the number of ISS observations that were used to constrain the triangulation. The average placement uncertainty of the jets is 0°. 21 ± 0°. 10 (910 ± 410 m). Additional details may be found in Porco et al. (2014) . Overall, the geyser locations fall within the reported 2-sigma placement uncertainties of a trunk or a split end of a tiger stripe. Consequently, unless otherwise noted we follow the approach of Porco et al. (2014) , assume all geysers are erupting from a tiger stripe, and adjust each geyser location to the closest digitized point along the associated tiger stripe fracture (Tables 2-5). Figure 1(a) shows the adjusted placement of each jet and its azimuthal orientation on the basemap. Figure 1(b) shows the placement of Geysers 001-100 along the digitized tiger stripes.
Geyser Locations and Jet Orientations
The three-dimensional orientations of all but three jets (099, 100 and 101) were also reported by Porco et al. (2014) in coordinates of zenith and north azimuth angle (Z A , J ), respectively. The average total angular uncertainty in orientation is 5°. 0 ± 2°. 9, which represents the half-angle of an uncertainty cone surrounding the nominal jet outward pointing vector. This net directional uncertainty, δj is further resolved into zenith-angle contribution, σ Z and an azimuth-angle contribution, σ Aj , respectively (Tables 2-5). Of the 98 direction-resolved jets, 41 have an indeterminately large estimates of σ Z (indicated in Tables 2-5 by σ Z = 180°) and/ or σ Aj (indicated in Tables 2-5 by s Aj. = 360°). As noted by Porco et al. (2014) , the uncertainty in jet north azimuth is Azimuth angle of the jet relative to the fracture orientation in the Enceladus South Polar Basemap Mosaic oriented so that 0°W is at the bottom (see Figure 1) . A jf is positive on the right side of the fracture and negative on the left. A L Azimuth angle of digitized lineament measured clockwise from north Λ jL Angle of the jet relative to the digitized lineament δj
Total angular uncertainty in the orientation of the jet. Aj so that the north-azimuth angle of the jet is statistically indeterminate. Figure 2(a) is a histogram of the indeterminate zenith angles AE Z ( ). While for most, AE Z 20°, two jets (095 and 096) with unusually large zenith angles (42°. 0 and 60°. 2, respectively) also have large azimuth errors. Figure 1 (c) shows the 57 accurately determined jet azimuths relative to the digitized tiger stripes.
We get a sense of the typical valid uncertainties in jet orientation by plotting histograms of the errors for the remaining 57 jets. Figure 2 Table 6 lists the high-resolution ISS NAC images that were used in this study. ISS NAC has a focal length of 2000 mm and a field of view of 6 mrad (Porco et al. 2004) . CCD images are 1024×1024 square arrays of pixels. All of the images used in this study are obtained through the CL1:CL2 filter-set (601 nm). Accurate image navigation is essential for locating each jet in relation to geological features in the images. We made use of the most recently updated SPICE kernels provided through Jet Propulsion Laboratoryʼs Navigation Ancillary Information Facility (see http://naif.jpl.nasa.gov/naif/). However, especially for high-resolution imaging, some refinement in the predicted camera pointing was sometimes needed. For this purpose, we made use of JPLʼs VICAR image analysis system (http://www-mipl.jpl.nasa.gov/external/vicar.html), as well as the proprietary POINTS image navigation program at Cornell (courtesy of P. C. Thomas), which uses a control point network for Enceladus to obtain accurate pointing information.
High-resolution ISS NAC images
As noted earlier, the jet locations in this study are adjusted to be consistent with tiger stripe fractures that were digitized from our basemap. Thus, to place each ISS high-resolution image in proper context for comparison to the jets, the image is projected into Polar Stereographic Projection in the same orientation but at appropriately higher resolution scale than our basemap. The re-projected high-resolution image is then spatially co-registered with an enlarged version of the original basemap using manual tiepoints collected with the VICAR PICREG program.
Gallery Mosaics
To investigate the placement of geysers in relation to geological features that are too small to be clearly resolved in our 120 m pixel −1 resolution basemap, we created four highresolution map mosaics (Figures 3-6) with superposed geyser locations and corresponding jet azimuth pointers in regions where high-definition ISS imaging coverage is available. We present relevant sections of them in some of our other figures. Figure 3 shows the geysers along Damascus Sulcus at a spatial resolution of 30 m pixel −1 . Figure 4 shows geysers on Baghdad Sulcus at 15 m pixel −1 . Figure 5 overlays Figure 4 for context over a lower-resolution (150 m pixel −1 ) map obtained from an ISS Wide Angle Camera (WAC) image that was acquired at the same time and viewing geometry as the high-resolution mosaic. Figure 6 shows Cairo Sulcus geysers at the best available spatial resolution. The mosaic has been specially processed to show geysers which were beyond the terminator and illuminated only by light scattered from the plume. To create the mosaics, we routinely processed each image in the mosaic as described in Section 2.4. We reprojected each image to Polar Stereographic Projection at an appropriate spatial scale. To ensure that features in projected images are consistent with the relative placement of the same features in our regular basemap, we enlarged a copy of our basemap to the same size scale as the high-resolution mosaic, manually collected feature tiepoints common to both maps using the VICAR PICREG program, and then geometrically adjusted the new mosaic to register with the enlarged basemap by using the VICAR GEOMA routine.
To identify the locations of geysers and their corresponding jet azimuths in each gallery mosaic, we created a digital overlay in which the locations are plotted as circles with radii scaled to 2-sigma uncertainties from Tables 2-5. Jet azimuths are indicated either by a nominal pointer-line extending outward from the circle, or by a pointer line that is bounded on both sides by narrower lines that define the 1-sigma azimuth measurement uncertainty. Fully open circles identify the 41 geysers for which the jet azimuth uncertainties exceeded acceptable accuracy limits (Section 2.3). Circles with a crosshair symbol (⊕) were used to identify geysers 099 and 100, for which jet azimuths could not be determined at all. For the remaining 57 geysers that fall within our azimuth reliability criterion, a gray pie-wedge sector is shown inside the open circle to indicate the uncertainty envelope for the jet azimuth measurement. The angular boundaries of the sector are extended outside the circle as two lines that delineate the 1-sigma azimuth uncertainty relative to the nominal pointer-line.
APPROACH
We begin with an initial survey of the geyser placements along the tiger stripes and a preliminary search for systematic patterns of jet orientation with geological setting. We follow with an exploration of the population distribution of observed jet zenith angles, their uncertainties, and whether zenith angles and azimuth angles of jets measured with respect to Enceladus' geographic coordinate system show any correlation. 
We measure the azimuth offset of each of the 57 reliably determined jets relative to the azimuth of the nearest segment of the corresponding digitized tiger stripe or associated fracture branch. Histogram analysis is performed to test for correlations between jet zenith and tiger stripe-relative jet azimuth angles. The test examines if the jet orientations are random or if there are general, statistically significant preferred orientations of the jets with respect to the tiger stripes.
The next stage in the analysis focuses on examining the azimuth angle of each jet in relation to its geological placement in the Enceladus Basemap Mosaic. Again, we restrict our attention to the 57 well-constrained observations that fall within our selection criteria. We adopt a divided search strategy in which we distinguish jets with (1) azimuths that are aligned or closely parallel to the tiger stripes on which they are emplaced, (2) azimuths that are aligned or closely parallel to cross-cutting fractures or distinct adjacent tectonic patterns that are seen in the basemap mosaic, and (3) azimuths that are not aligned with tiger stripes or visible cross-cutting tectonic features visible in the basemap. To search for any possible geological relationship of the non-aligned jets to features that are too small to be visible in the Enceladus basemap mosaic, we examine them in our high-resolution gallery mosaics where such coverage is available.
We also examine the spacing of jets along the tiger stripes: in particular, we test the uniformity of jet spacing and the extent to which systematic changes in spacing may occur with geographic position. Finally, we examine a subset of geysers that were obtained at exceptionally high-resolution in relation to adjacent surface geological features that appear to have been modified by the eruption process. Here, we expand on the preliminary results discussed in Section 2.3 and Figure 2 . Figure 7 (a) presents a rosette histogram for the 98 jet zenith angles listed in Tables 2-5. The distribution is weighted by 1/σ Z , so jets with large zenith uncertainties provide only a weak contribution. The zenith angles in Tables 2-5 range from 1°. 4 to 61°. 6 with a weighted mean of 15°± 13°. As the diagram shows, the distribution is weakly bi-modal, with a major maximum at Z = 7°. 5 and a minor maximum at Z = 22°. 5. Given the mean uncertainty s =  8 Z from Section 2.3, the majority of jets do not strongly deviate from vertical, and highly tilted jets (Z > 40°) are uncommon; there are only six (010, 041, 065, 072, 095, and 096) out of the 98 geysers. Figure 7 (b) shows the rosette histogram for the 41 jets that have poorly constrained jet azimuths (Section 2.3). Almost all of them are nearly vertical, with zenith angles typically less than 10°. While we excluded these 41 jets from tests that require accurate jet azimuth measurements, we otherwise retained them in Section 4.4 where only the geographic coordinates of the geysers are needed. Figure 7 (c) shows the zenith angle rosette histogram for the 57 geysers with well-constrained jet azimuths. These jets are moderately tilted, having zenith angles typically between 5°and 35°.
The north azimuth angle of each tiger stripe segment, reckoned clockwise from north, is computed by fitting a leastsquares straight line to all of the digitized points that fall within the angular uncertainty envelope (s jz ) of the corresponding jetʼs adjusted location as listed in Tables 2-5. A fixed minimum number of four points are used in the few cases for which the uncertainty envelope from Tables 2-5 includes fewer than four points. The standard error in the slope parameter of the leastsquares fit yields an estimate of the uncertainty in the local fracture north azimuth angle. The average error value rounded to the nearest degree is s =  2 Af .
Jet Azimuths Relative to Fractures (A jf )
In a geological context, we are most interested in the azimuth angle of each jet reckoned relative to the local strike direction of the tiger stripe from which it is erupting. Our fracturerelative azimuth, A jf , is defined as the difference between the north-azimuth of the triangulated jet orientation, A j , and the north-azimuth of the tiger stripe segment, A f , that is geographically nearest to the jet. The map projection (Figure 1 ) provides the reference frame for our angle convention. As in Figure 1 , the map orientation has longitude 0°pointing downward (6 o'clock position) and 180°W longitude toward the top (12 o'clock position). The magnitude of A jf increases away from the 6 o'clock orientation. In our convention, the angle between the projected jet vector and the local direction of the tiger stripe is positive if it is on the right side relative to the stripe and negative if on the left side.
We take the uncertainty in each value of Aj f in Tables 2-5 as the square-root of the sum of the uncertainties in the jet north-azimuth of the north-azimuth of the fracture segment, respectively;
In Figure 8 , we exclude the 41 statistically indeterminate values Z and Aj and f , we test if any significant correlation exists between the zenith angles and the corresponding fracturerelative azimuths. No statistically significant correlation is found. Figure 9 tests if the jet azimuths are randomly oriented relative to the tiger stripes and their associated branches. In the five rosette histograms of Aj f , we include only the 57 most reliable values and weight them by 1/s Ajf . Overall, the rosette diagrams demonstrate that the jet azimuths are not random. Rather, the distributions of azimuths are all broadly bimodal, with preferred orientations as well as corresponding preferred gaps. These are summarized in Table 7 . The topmost rosette diagram in Figure 9 combines all of the reliable measurements and shows that, on average, the bi-modally preferred orientations of jets relative to the tiger stripes tend to be often in nearly opposite directions. For example, the preferred jet azimuths concentrated in the range +75° Aj f −165°are opposite the other concentration in the range +15° Aj f −105°. It follows that relative gaps in azimuthal orientations also tend to be in ranges that are azimuthally opposed.
The four lower rosette diagrams in Figure 9 are divided among the four tiger stripes and their associated branches. The separate rosettes indicate that dominant jet azimuths and their distributions in azimuth differ from tiger stripe to tiger stripe, The pattern of jet azimuths on Damascus Sulcus has a pronounced maximum centered at Aj f = +150°. For Baghdad Sulcus, the lobes of the bimodal distribution are broader than for Damascus Sulcus and there is some overlap in their respective patterns. However, unlike the latter case, the maximum for Baghdad is perpendicular to the trend of the tiger stripe on the right side with a maximum centered at Aj f = +90°. The rosette pattern of azimuths for Cairo Sulcus significantly differs in comparison to the others: there, the ISS_080EN_ENCELCA001_PRIME  N1597182533  4463  75  25  3  N1597182568  5170  76  29  14a, 3  N1597182629  6136  74  71  3  N1597182735  7764  74  47  3  N1597183061  13822  73  82  3  N1597183216  16593  73  99  3  ISS_121EN_FP3HIRES001_CIRS  N1637462854  3173  131 dominant orientations appear to be aligned with the tiger stripe fracture, whereas with all of the others, the maximum is always on the right side of the tiger stripe at relatively large angles. Finally, the data for Alexandria Sulcus is very limited (only five admissible jet measurements), so that the histogram contains minimal information. However, comparing to the basemap plot ( Figure 1) shows that the two lobes of the distribution identify different groups of geysers that erupt in nearly identical directions. The maximum centered at Aj f = +60°corresponds to a localized group three adjacent geysers (091, 092 and 093) that all erupt toward the lower right of the map, while the other lobe centered at Aj f = −90°corresponds to two geysers (089 and 090) that both erupt in approximately perpendicular azimuth directions to Alexandria on the left side of the tiger stripe.
Jet Azimuth Patterns
It is clear from Figure 9 that the jet azimuth orientations are not random relative to tiger stripes and that preferred orientations vary among the different tiger stripes. We further explore the extent to which preferred orientations may be expressed in local systematic patterns of jet azimuth orientations. A preliminary survey identifies at least two prominent examples of such systematic patterns. In Figure 10 (a), geysers at the distal, sub-Saturnian hemisphere end of Damascus Sulcus are shown where the tiger stripe forks into two branches. On the left branch, the jets are oriented uniformly diagonal to the tiger stripe and directed toward the lower left in an approximately parallel arrangement. On the right branch, the jets often form an approximately anti-parallel arrangement to those on the left. Figure 10(b) shows an arrangement of jets . Map was generated from observation ISS_080EN_ENCELCA001_PRIME as listed in Table 6 . Circles centered on Table 2 geyser locations are scaled to 2-sigma position uncertainty. Fully open circles identify geysers for which estimated azimuth uncertainties exceeded our acceptability criterion. The nominal jet azimuth direction is identified by a white radial line extending outward from the circle. For geysers with accurately measured jet azimuths, a gray radial sector is marked inside of the circle, along with two extended lines outside of it which delineate the 1-sigma jet azimuth uncertainty.
along Cairo Sulcus in which many align with the local axis of the medial tiger stripe valley.
A more detailed visual search for systematic jet patterns reveals that the majority of the most reliably measured jets (see below) fall into one of three main categories of patterns. Jet azimuths are often approximately aligned with the tiger stripe valley itself or a prominent side-or end-branch of the tiger stripe. Jets also occur with orientations that are nearly perpendicular to the trend of the tiger stripe with no obvious relation to nearby fractures that are visible at the size scale (120 m pixel −1 ) of the basemap. Finally local jet azimuths are often regionally aligned in parallel (and/or anti-parallel) arrangements that are diagonal to the trend of the tiger stripe. These arrangements often occur near the ends of the tiger stripes. In many cases (cf. Figure 10(b) ), diagonally trending parallel jets may be oriented in the same direction as a crosscutting fracture. The identities of well-defined examples are given in Table 8 .
Correlation of Jet Azimuths with Lineaments Visible on Basemap
The simultaneous occurrence of (1) local patterns of jet azimuths that are not directly aligned with the tiger stripes but are parallel (or anti-parallel) to one another and (2) coherent regional variations in preferential jet azimuth orientations suggest that many jet azimuths might be related to local tectonic fabrics or patterns of cross-cutting fractures, grooves, ridges, or other lineaments. A cursory examination of the fracturing in the SPT in Figure 1 suggests that such crosscutting patterns of lineaments in the tiger stripe region are widespread and consequently generally occur at the locations of all 100 sourced geysers. For each of our 57 trusted jet azimuths we searched for candidate examples of fractures, lineaments or parallel patterns of such lineaments that lie within 17.5 km of the jet (that is, half the mean separation distance between the tiger stripes; Porco et al. 2006 ) that have parallel orientations to the jet within the ±28°average estimated uncertainty of jet azimuths from Figure 2 . In cases where it was obvious that the jet was aligned with the tiger stripe or a lineament, we digitized points along a representative segment of the lineament. The lineament geometries are summarized in Tables 9-12 , where for each we provide a start-point and endpoint location, the north azimuth angle of the lineament A L ( ), the number of points digitized and the length of the segment. The digitized lineaments are shown relative to the basemap and jets in Figure 11 .
Because fractures in the funiscular plains surrounding the tiger stripes form quasi-parallel networks (Porco et al. 2006) , we expect that, for any given jet, multiple candidate segments will generally be found that fall within our distance and parallelism criteria. Moreover, the degree to which the jet azimuth and crack are parallel may change with distance. To characterize the degree of parallelism, we measured each fracture segmentʼs skew angle relative to jet azimuth direction. We also needed to distinguish fractures that are directly aligned with the jet azimuths from those that are parallel and offset by a spacing distance. As a measure of the alignment of the fracture to the jet azimuth, we determined the spacing offset between the fracture segment at the point where it is determined to be parallel to the direction of the jet azimuth vector and the azimuth vector itself. Our initial search found matches for 48 of the 57 geysers and for most of those, multiple candidate parallel lineaments were found within the admissible distance margin.
We refined our search by investigating two cases: In Case 1 we matched the jet azimuth to the parallel fracture segment that is closest in distance to the geyser (Table 13 ). This search would be appropriate to identify aligned or parallel fractures that cross-cut the tiger stripes at or near the geyser location. In Case 2 we matched the jet azimuth to the fracture segment that has the smallest skew angle (but not necessarily the closest distance) and which is thus most parallel to the jet azimuth (Table 14) . In this case, the purpose was to find examples where the jet azimuth might be parallel to a tectonic fabric that is masked by the tiger stripe itself. We classified a segment as "aligned" if the parallel spacing was within 300 m (2.5 pixels in the basemap) of the projected track of the jet-azimuth. Otherwise, the segment was classified as "parallel."
Jets for which lineament matches were found are listed in Tables 13-14 , where we provide the matched lineament ID, the separation distance from the geyser to the lineament segment, Map was generated from observation ISS_121EN_FP3HIRES001_CIRS as listed in Table 3 . Geyser location and jet azimuth symbols same as for Figure 3 . Mosaic was created by extending regional coverage from Figure 4 by superposing it at 30 m pixel −1 scale onto the mapped projection of ISS WAC image W1637463028 (119 m pixel −1 ). Geyser location and jet azimuth symbols are the same as for Figures 3 and 4, except that an additional cross-hair symbol has been used to identify Geysers 099 and 100, for which jet azimuth directions could not be determined. Figure 6 . Geysers viewed beyond terminator as illuminated mainly by light scattered from plume. Locations and jet azimuths of geysers on all four tiger stripes superposed on ISS NAC mosaic map (polar stereographic projection at 30 m pixel −1 ). Map was generated from observation ISS_121EN_PLMHR001_PRIME as listed in Table 6 . Separate empirical photometric corrections and contrast adjustments were applied to image details beyond the terminator and in sunlight, respectively. Large diagonal dark gap to right side of figure masks out overlap between terminator locations that changed geometry over the period of time that the mosaic images were acquired. Geyser location and jet azimuth symbols are the same as for Figures 3-5. the parallel spacing distance, and the alignment (aligned or parallel). 50% of the matches (24 jets) are the same in Case 2 as in Case 1. For 9 of the 57 jets, the jet turns out to be aligned with the tiger stripe segment on which the geyser is located. Case 1 finds that only a slightly larger number of lineaments (38) are aligned with the jet azimuth than in Case 2 (36) where the parallel segments are often more distant from the geyser. Conversely, in Case 1 there are fewer lineaments (10) that are parallel to the jet and not aligned than in Case 2 where there are 12. Figure 12 provides histograms of parallel skew angle, separation distance from the geyser to the parallel fracture segment, and the parallel spacing distance for each of the two cases. We performed a Weibull 5 statistical analysis of each histogram (Table 15 and Figure 12 ). In both cases, all histograms peak near zero. The Weibull analysis for Case 1 gives the average distance to the closest parallel lineament segment as 3.6 km, and the average parallel spacing distance to the segment is only 215 m and classified as aligned with the jet, although the average amount of skew from parallel is relatively large (28°). For Case 2 the Weibull analysis average smallest parallel skew angle is only 11°. 2 and while the average distance to the most parallel lineament is 9.4 km, the average parallel spacing to the lineament is 289 m-still considered aligned with the jet rather than just parallel.
Of the 57 geysers that were tested, only 9 (004, 006, 015, 016, 041, 045, 053, 073, 089) are not matched to lineaments visible in the basemap. However, an interesting trend emerges when we plot the 9 jets on the basemap ( Figure 13) ; they are all nearly perpendicular or at large angles relative to the tiger stripes on which they are emplaced. It is possible that the orientations of these jets are controlled by structures that are too small to be resolved in the basemap. Next, we examine these jets relative to features visible in our high-resolution gallery mosaics.
Correlation of Jets with Small Scale Morphological Features
To investigate the 9 geysers with azimuths that could not be matched to lineaments visible in the 120 m pixel −1 base map, we extended the search to images obtained at significantly better spatial resolution. Cassini high-resolution coverage in the anti-Saturn side of the South Polar Region is relatively poor and the best available high resolution imaging is on the Saturnfacing side, particularly for Damascus Sulcus and Baghdad Sulcus. We made use of our gallery mosaics to place in geological context those geysers whose source locations are found in available high-resolution images (Figures 3-6 ). We also took advantage of the high resolution details to search for surface morphological modifications that might have resulted from recent or ongoing geyser activity. . Distribution of azimuth angles for the 57 tilted jets relative to the location on the tiger stripe where each is located. Rosette histograms are shown with azimuth angles binned in 15°. For each rosette diagram the distribution is normalized to the maximum bin value. The azimuth angle convention used in the rosette diagrams is similar to that used in the basemap and is intended to facilitate comparison to Figure 1 . A jet azimuth that is perfectly aligned with the tiger stripe and pointed toward the bottom direction of the basemap would plot at 0°in the rosette, and conversely, one aligned with the tiger stripe and pointed toward the top of the basemap would plot at 180°. Jet azimuths that point on the right side of the tiger stripe in the basemap likewise plot on the right (positive) side of the rosette diagram. Jet azimuths that point on the left side of the tiger stripe in the basemap likewise plot on the left (negative) side of the rosette diagram. Top panel shows the distribution for all 57 jets combined. The bottom four panels show the separate distribution corresponding to each tiger stripe. The inset is keyed to the four lower rosettes and shows the rosettes properly normalized to the top rosette for all polar sulci.
Correlation with Gossamer Cracks
On the basis of our other results, we expect that many of the 9 unmatched geysers with azimuth directions that are approximately perpendicular to the tiger stripes align or are otherwise parallel to ubiquitous thin, parallel or gossamer fractures that cross-cut the tiger stripes throughout the region. The best support for this hypothesis is shown in Figure 14 (a), where geyser 073 is shown to have a well-constrained azimuth direction that is parallel to a well-defined adjacent pattern of small scale fractures on Damascus Sulcus. Most of the 8 remaining unmatched geysers are imaged only at resolutions that are comparable to the 120 m pixel −1 resolution of the basemap. Four more of these geysers that appear to be parallel to small-scale fractures that form a local tectonic fabric are shown in Figures 14(b) -(e).
Correlation of Geysers with Unique Morphological Features
Although the tiger stripe fractures and their prominent flanking ridges are identified with actively erupting rifts, there has been no clear identification of specific morphological features that can be traced to a particular active vent. The vents themselves are estimated to be only on the order of 9 m in width on the basis of VIMS thermal data for one particular example on Baghdad Sulcus (Goguen et al. 2013) . The vent width is comparable to the smallest ice blocks visible in our highest-resolution Cassini images.
However, on size-scales of tens of meters to kilometers, individual jets could alter the appearance and morphology of the local surfaces in a variety of distinct ways that might be detectable in the highest-resolution Cassini images. Ballistic fallout of ice particles that decouple from the jets at low altitude and accumulate near the vent may be expressed by localized and perhaps non-symmetric topographic blanketing, or as a photometric or color contrast with surrounding surface materials. Scouring or abrasion of surfaces surrounding an active geyser may leave diagnostic morphological tracks. Local sculpting of the surface through sublimation-aided erosion or ablation of surface ices by the jet may be enhanced in the vicinity of an active geyser (cf. Goguen et al. 2013 ). Finally, a build-up of spattered or cold-trapped ice could accrete around the vent to form circum-eruption ramps, pedestals or bench-like formations that may flank the vent. Below, we identify unusual surface details that appear to correlate with the placement and jetting direction of individual geysers. The possible geological interpretations and significance of these features to active eruptions will be explored in Section 5.3. Figures 15-18 show some of the best Cassini coverage of feature details that may be uniquely tied to active eruptions. Figure 15 identifies a particularly important example-a semicircular arrangement of narrow striations and blocks emerge to one side of Baghdad Sulcus. The striations are near the limit of spatial resolution in the image and it is not clear if they are cracks, shallow grooves, or raised streaks of particulate debris aligned with entrained ice blocks. In Figure 16 , we attempt to correlate active geysers 025-030 with nearby surface details that seem to have formed in response to them. Figures 16(a) , (d) shows that Geyser 027 is situated very close to the radial striation pattern from Figure 15 and that the azimuth direction of the corresponding jet is parallel to the striations. It is unlikely that the correlation of the radial pattern with the azimuth direction of Geyser 027 is a coincidence, and Figure 16 (c) suggests that, near or within expected uncertainties in jet locations, image navigation, and mapping uncertainties, the true location of Geyser 027 is likely at the origin of the radial striation pattern.
Although they are more subtle than the radial pattern associated with Geyser 027, within the same scene are diffuse, anomalously bright patches that display shapes which correlate with the placement and jetting direction of specific geysers. Figures 16(a) , (e) identify a crudely wedge-shaped, streaked bright deposit that covers the left-side flank extending from the rift toward the lower left of the image. This direction correlates well with the jet azimuth direction of adjacent Geyser 028. Figure 16 (c) suggests that the correct location Geyser 028 may be at the origin of the diffuse pattern-the amount and direction by which the triangulated location must be offset to place it there is about the same as is required to place Geyser 027 at the origin of the radial striation pattern. Figures 16(a) , (f) identifies the location of a semi-circular pattern formed on the left-side flank of the rift. The pattern is defined by arcuate arrangements of ice blocks and subdued pattern of thin radial and concentric lineations. Geyser 025 is located near this feature and its nominal pointing direction is parallel to the rift. Figure 16 (c) suggests that Geyser 025 may be located on the rift and at the center of the radial and concentric pattern. Figures 16(g) , (h) identify two crudely circular indentations or pits that are aligned with a fracture that is either at or near the intersection 
Note. a To preserve the correct sense of angular range and avoid confusion, in some cases we added 360°to negative values.
of Baghdad Sulcus and a cross cutting fracture. Each indentation resembles a kilometer-sized pit that bounded by a rounded concentric ridge or rim. The feature in Figure 16 (g) is close to Geyser 026 and lies on a cross-cutting fracture that is approximately parallel to the azimuth direction of the jet. The feature in Figure 16 (h) is similarly close to Geyser 029. Finally, Geyser 030 is erupting in almost exactly the same direction as a nearby fracture. Within expected uncertainties, Geyser 029 would be consistent with the placement shown in Figure 16 (c). The terrain that surrounds Baghdad Sulcus in Figure 16 is composed of quasi-parallel arrangements of, rounded, ropy ridges that have been interpreted as folds (Barr 2008) . In this region, the rounded ridges often branch diagonally away from the flanks of the tiger stripe. Figure 17 is centered on an unusual variant of ropy ridges. Instead of rounded topography, these ridges are relatively narrow and their crests are peaked with small knobs and icy pinnacles that are closely spaced in approximately regular intervals of 114 ± 3 m. The tallest pinnacles rise 136 ± 21 m from the ridge saddle points between them. The four narrow ridges form a triangular-shaped arrangement that converges at a broad fissure. Near the limit of resolution, a ubiquitous network of parallel thin dark lineaments, likely gossamer cracks, can be seen slicing through all of the features in the scene. The thin dark lineaments are typically 53 ± 3 m thick, and where they are clearly defined, they are spaced 126 ± 17 m. The cracks dip steeply, 61°± 7°, from the crests of the pinnacle ridges so that their spacing parallel to the ridge crests is 144 ± 29 m. As discussed in Section 5.3, the pinnacles appear to have formed by a localized erosional process, like sublimation, that may act preferentially near local hot-spots and geysers. Among the most peculiar features in the SPT are narrow, paired medial ridges that form within the tiger stripe valleys, often arranged quasi-symmetrically and immediately parallel to and along the edges of the medial tiger stripe fissures. They vary in size and morphology, but well-developed examples are typically ∼100-200 m in width, 100 m or more in height and over 1 km in length. Simple, perhaps incipient forms of these features are shown in Figure 18(a) . Although they can exist as free-standing vertical ridges, they often occur as paired, inclined slabs that open laterally like butterfly wings away from the medial fissure. They appear to be related to inclined, paired, ramp-or bench-like slabs that are often found along the inward-facing basal parts of the tiger stripe valleys. A complex, vertically standing variant of these paired medial features occur as prominent, vertically standing, segmented arrangements of narrow, ridges with rounded summits. They have been termed "shark fins" by earlier workers (Helfenstein et al. 2008 (Helfenstein et al. , 2013a because of their superficial resemblance in shape to dorsal fins of sharks.
Geyser Spacing along Tiger Stripes
Inspection of the geyser locations plotted on the basemap suggests that along each tiger stripe, linear groupings of geysers occur separated by gaps, but that within the groups jets appear to be spaced in relatively uniform distances from their nearest neighbors. To examine the uniformity of geyser-togeyser nearest-neighbor distances, we collected statistics on the center-to-center distance to "nearest-neighbor" geysers on each tiger stripe. For this test, we used the 100 unadjusted geyser locations published in Porco et al. (2014) , rather than the adjusted coordinates used elsewhere in this work to eliminate bias arising from any assumption that the geysers are all located on the digitized tiger stripe fractures. However, we also checked key results against statistics collected from the adjusted geyser locations (see below). In our measurements, we disallowed reciprocal nearest-neighbors, so no mutual path is used more than once. We performed histogram analysis of the geyser-spacing measurements each of which was weighted by the reciprocal of the estimated uncertainty of geographic placement. To obtain statistical average separation distances, we first fit each histogram with a two-parameter Weibull distribution function. The function is especially useful because the two parameters allow both the shape and scale of the fit to adjust to the data (Figure 19 ). In Table 16 the best-fit Weibull parameters, along with the corresponding mean spacing, standard error, and standard deviation are reported separately for each tiger stripe and also combined in total.
We first determined mean spacing along whole length of each tiger stripe. The overall, average spacing of geysers along all tiger stripes is 4.8 ± 0.2 km; the error is the standard deviation of the mean. The standard deviation of the distribution is σ = 1.9 km. These results are not statistically different from 4.7 ± 0.2 km and σ = 1.9 km obtained from the adjusted geyser locations. Alexandria Sulcus has very few active geysers and anomalously large spacing (17.5 ± 4.0, Table 16 shows a slight trend of increasing mean spacing progressively from Damascus to Alexandria. However given the overlap in uncertainties between Baghdad Sulcus and Cairo Sulcus averages, the trend is probably not significant. Visual inspection of the geyser locations in Figure 1 suggests that there may be differences that correlate with the sub-Saturn or anti-Saturn direction. We examined if geysers on the Saturnfacing hemisphere (longitudes that are within ±90°from ζ = 0°) are spaced differently than those on the anti-Saturn hemisphere (longitudes that are within ±90°from ζ = 180°). We perform separate statistics for geysers on each hemisphere (Table 16 ). While there is significant overlap in the histograms, geysers on the sub-Saturn hemisphere on average are spaced more closely together than they are on the anti-Saturn hemisphere. Geysers on Alexandria Sulcus are located only on the Anti-Saturn hemisphere, but a sub-Saturn/anti-Saturn spacing difference remains even when we exclude Alexandria geysers from consideration. Using the unadjusted geyser locations and excluding Alexandria geysers, the average spacing on the sub-Saturn side of the SPT is 4.2 ± 0.2 km, with σ = 1.6 km, whereas on the anti-Saturn side the average spacing is 6.5 ± 0.4 km with σ = 2.6 km. The adjusted geyser locations yield statistically equivalent results with sub-Saturn average spacing of 4.0 ± 0.2 km and σ = 1.6 km and anti-Saturn side average spacing of 6.2 ± 0.4 km with σ = 2.4 km. In both cases, the mean spacing of geysers on the anti-Saturn side of the SPT is 1.5 times wider than on the sub-Saturn side.
DISCUSSION
In summary, we categorized 98 of the 101 geysers found on the SPT on the basis of their measured orientations. We focused our study mainly on the azimuth directions of the most reliably measured jets. Two jets (099 and 100) are known only by location (i.e., with unknown orientation). We used all 100 jets for our measurements of mean jet spacing. For our tests that involve jet orientations, 41 of the remaining 98 jets are excluded because of their unacceptably large azimuthal measurement uncertainties. The excluded jets were overall near-vertical eruptions. The remaining 57 jets are sufficiently tilted that their azimuth orientations are reliably determined. Figure 7 (c) makes it clear that when azimuthally indeterminate jets are excluded, the remaining jets are almost entirely tilted at larger zenith angles. The jet orientations are not random but their dominant orientations vary from tiger stripe to tiger stripe. A major result of this study is that the azimuthal directions of erupting jets are strongly correlated with the orientations of tiger stripe fractures on which they are emplaced, the orientations of cross-cutting cracks, or local patterns or fabrics of cracks. At high spatial resolution (equal or better than 30 m pixel −1 ), jets that have azimuths that are nearly perpendicular to the tiger stripes are often parallel to widespread networks of sub-parallel small cracks that slice through many of the landforms. At 15 m pixel −1 spatial resolution, the placement of geysers and orientations of their jets appear to be correlated with morphological features, such as radial striations and local kilometer-scale, circular pit-like enlargements of rifts or cracks. Geysers often occur along the tiger stripes in groupings with relatively uniform nearestneighbor spacingʼs (4.8 ± 0.2, σ = 1.9 km, excluding Alexander Sulcus which has anomalously few geysers). The Figure 11 . Basemap (left) and line diagram (right) showing the locations and jet azimuths of the 57 admissible jets (cross-hair symbols with azimuth pointer) and the digitized lineament segments (Tables 9-12) that were used to test for parallelism of jet azimuths to tiger stripes, cross-cutting fractures, and local tectonic fabrics. The lineament designations have prefixes that are keyed to the tiger stripe names; Damascus Sulcus (dms), Baghdad Sulcus (bgd), Cairo Sulcus (cro), and Alexandria Sulcus (alx). The lineament suffixes contain a letter designation to identify it as either unique or as a member of a local quasi-parallel cluster of lineaments, and number designation to identify which member of the cluster it is. spacing of nearest-neighbor geysers on the anti-Saturn hemisphere are on average ∼1.5 times farther apart than on the sub-Saturn hemisphere of Enceladus.
Jet Azimuth Control by Fractures and Tectonic Fabric
Given that the tiger stripes are surrounded, cross-cut, or otherwise abutted in many places by diagonal cracks and quasi-parallel networks of fractured ropy terrain or funiscular plains, a consistent hypothesis is that cross-cutting networks of cracks influence jet orientations in places where they are either not erupting in line with the tiger stripe on which it is located or where they can erupt in either direction at different times. Our detailed study of jet azimuths relative to digitized tiger stripe segments, cross-cutting fractures, and regional patterns of At the scale of the basemap, 48 of the 57 tilted jets are either aligned with the tiger stripe fracture, a cross-cutting fracture, or a regional pattern of parallel lineaments. Of the 9 unmatched jets, five were found to be oriented parallel to fine, gossamer cracks there are best seen at higher resolution (∼30 m pixel −1 ) than in the basemap (∼120 m pixel −1 ). It is not surprising that a significant number of the tilted jets are oriented in line with the tiger stripe direction. However, when the azimuth direction of a tilted jet is not aligned with the tiger stripe itself, it often aligned with a cross-cutting fracture. Even when the basemap and higher-resolution imaging do not identify a specific cross-cutting fracture at the location of a tilted-jet, its azimuth direction is often parallel to that of an adjacent jet or else to nearby local or regional patterns of parallel fractures, the scale of which can range from large intersecting fractures that are comparable in width to tiger stripe fissures, down to thin, parallel arrays of gossamer cracks that are ubiquitous near the south pole (cf. Figure 14) .
Influence of Cross-cutting Fractures for Timing of Geyser Eruptions
The likelihood that geyser activity is influenced by fractures that cross-cut the tiger stripes has not previously been considered. Perhaps the most important possible consequence is that the times at which fractures that cross-cut the tiger stripes are in maximum tension may often differ from when the tiger stripes themselves are in maximum tension. Presumably, there is either a lag or lead time between when a geyser erupts due to opening of the tiger stripe and when it erupts from opening along the cross-cutting fracture. Perhaps more likely, at a given cross-cut location the timing and intensity of the eruption might be simultaneously controlled by motion on the tiger stripe and the cross-cutting fracture. Histogram plots for fracture segments that match the orientation of jet azimuths within 17.5 km of the corresponding geyser location. The plots show the distribution of parallel skew angles (in degrees) between the jet azimuth and the fracture segment orientation ((a), (d)), the distance in kilometers between the geyser location and the parallel or aligned fracture segment ((b), (e)), and the parallel spacing distance (in kilometers) between the projected jet azimuth line and the fracture segment orientation ((c), (f)). Two cases are shown. In Case 1 (top row), matches for parallel or aligned jets that were selected on the basis of the closest candidate segment to the corresponding geyser source (Table 13) . In Case 2 (bottom row), the parallel or aligned jets were selected on the basis of the smallest deviation of the fracture segment from the corresponding jet azimuth. (Table 14 ). The solid curves show best-fits of the Weibull statistical distribution to the histograms (Table 15 ). The predicted role of tidal flexing of Enceladus in controlling geyser activity has been under investigation almost since the discovery of geyser activity on Enceladus (Porco et al. 2006 Hurford et al. 2007 Hurford et al. , 2009 Hurford et al. , 2012 Nimmo et al. 2007 Nimmo et al. , 2014 Hedman et al. 2013) . Recent Cassini findings that the intensity of plume activity correlates with Enceladus' orbital position (Hedman et al. 2013; Nimmo et al. 2014; Porco et al. 2014 ) confirm that tidal stresses resolved along south polar tiger stripes modulate geyser activity by periodically opening and closing the tiger stripe fissures through which the geysers erupt. Nimmo et al. (2014) concluded that any of three possible mechanisms could account for the observed dependence of Enceladus plume intensity on orbital position. That is, the three primary hypotheses for explaining the observations are if (1) the activity is controlled by right-lateral strike slip motion; (2) the activity is driven by eccentricity tides with an apparent time delay of about 5 hr; (3) the activity is driven by eccentricity tides plus a 1:1 physical libration with amplitude of about 0°. 8 (3.5 km).
Hypothesis (2) above requires a time delay between the tidally induced opening or closing of the tiger stripes and the observed response in plume intensity. Nimmo et al. (2014) suggested that either a delayed eruptive response, or a dissipative, viscoelastic interior might account for the delay. That latter mechanism, in tandem with a sub-surface liquid layer and a thin lithosphere in the tiger stripe region, seems promising in fully explaining the delayed response (Běhounková et al. 2015) . However, until now all eruption models have assumed that eruptions are controlled only by the opening and closing of tiger stripe fractures. Here, we propose that opening and closing of fractures that cross-cut the tiger stripes can also influence the timing and activity level of geysers.
For our first-order test of this hypothesis, it suffices to use a simple model for the opening and closing of geyser vents in response to tidal stress. Our objective is to compare the case where timings and strength of eruptions are due to tidal stresses acting on tiger stripes alone to the case where they are controlled by tidal stresses acting both on tiger stripes and cross-cutting fractures. Rather than model the openings and closings of entire sections of tiger stripes (cf. Nimmo et al. 2014) , we focus only on the opening and closing of the 48 geysers for which we have accurately estimated jet azimuth directions that are not aligned with the tiger stripe on which the geyser is emplaced. Since our results provide good evidence that the tilted jets are usually aligned with a cross-cutting fracture or a regional tectonic fabric, we take each jet azimuth to represent the orientation of a cross-cutting fracture or a mechanical weakness that passes through the geyser vent. To model the tidal stresses and resolve them along the fractures, we use the diurnal tidal model from Nimmo et al. (2007) . We Figure 13 . Locations of the nine admissible geysers that have azimuths angles that could not be matched in the basemap to the tiger stripe direction, a cross-cutting fracture direction, or a fabric of nearby parallel fractures or jets. The jets locations are shown relative to the digitized tiger stripes in the same polar stereographic projection as the basemap. Figure 13 in Cassini images at the best-available combinations of spatial resolution, lighting, and viewing geometry. Open circles identify locations and are scaled to show the 2-sigma uncertainty in location. The nominal jet azimuth direction is identified by a white radial line extending outward from the circle. The gray radial sector inside of the circle with two extended lines outside the circle delineates the 1-sigma azimuth uncertainty. All images have been reprojected to the polar stereographic projection and co-registered to a properly enlarged version of the basemap. (a) The jet azimuth of Geyser 073 is oriented in the same direction as a fabric of thin parallel cracks (to right of center in the image) that cut across the right flank of Damascus Sulcus. Image N1597182568 projected to 30 m pixel −1 resolution. (b) The jet azimuth of Geyser 053 is approximately in the same direction as the trend thin parallel cracks to the lower left in image N1500061512 (150 m pixel −1 ). (c) The azimuth of Geyser 041 is approximately parallel to a pattern of cracks (shown by arrows) that cross-cut the region. (d) The jet azimuth of Geyser 089 is approximately parallel to a pair of adjacent lineaments (shown by arrows) that cut across the right flank of Baghdad Sulcus (image W1637463028, 119 m pixel −1 , see also Figure 5 . (e) The jet azimuth of Geyser 045 is approximately parallel to the apparent pattern of lineaments (shown by arrows) that cut cross the ropy-terrain that abuts Baghdad Sulcus to the left. adopt the tidal and mechanical constants from Nimmo et al. (2014) .
As a first test, we compare the maximum tensile stresses resolved first along the tiger stripe at each of the 48 geysers locations (for which the observed jet azimuth is not actually aligned with the tiger stripe), and then along the actual jet azimuth direction, which we take to be representative of a cross-cutting fracture or local tectonic fabric (henceforth called a "jet crack"). In this and the stress calculations that follow, we add 3°. 5 to our longitude coordinates to make them consistent with the modern IAU system. We also determine the times of maximum tensile stress (relative to periapse) separately for the tiger stripes and the cross-cutting jet cracks respectively. Our results given in Table 17 indicate that the average maximum tensile stresses along the tiger stripes are slightly larger than along the cross-cuts. However the variance in maximum tensile stresses on the cross-cutting jet cracks are much larger than for the tiger stripes. More importantly, Table 17 reveals that the average timings of maximum tensile stresses significantly differ between the two cases: The average time when tensile stresses reach a maximum on the cross-cutting jet cracks is 3.8 ± 0.7 hr later than on the tiger stripes, but with a large variance of 3.6 hr. Since the cross-cutting jet cracks introduce a lag rather than lead the tiger stripe maximum, we propose that they may contribute significantly to the lag between the maximum plume activity predicted in Nimmo et al. (2014) and observed maximum plume intensities from VIMS and ISS data Porco et al. 2014) . The 3.8 hr lag in tensile stress maxima does not match the ∼5 hr lag reported in Nimmo et al. (2014) . However, in our first-order test, we have weighted all geysers equally, ignoring how the maximum eruption activity is observed to vary among the geysers. In addition, the comparison in Table 17 is based on the maximum intensity of stresses and not on a kinetic model of opening and closing of vents with time.
Therefore, in the appendix we provide a simple fracture kinetic model that gives consideration to the relative rates of fracture opening and closing and how total eruption strength varies among the different geysers. As mentioned above, Nimmo et al. (2014) , Figure 9 (a)) provided plots of normalized plume brightness from ISS ) and VIMS (Hedman et al. 2013 ) observations that show systematic diurnal variations in the implied level of plume activity relative to Enceladus orbital position (given as Mean Anomaly). Figure 20 , adapted from that work shows that the plume brightness profile bi-modally varies with Mean Anomaly, with a strong major peak at ∼200°and a weaker secondary peak at ∼45°. Because the cross-cutting lineaments are situated at different angles relative to the Enceladus tidal axis than the tiger stripes, we fully expect for geysers that they affect to open and close at somewhat different times than if they are affected by the opening and closing of the tiger stripe fissures alone. Because of the crudeness of our appendix model, we expect that the shapes of the model curves and the locations of the peaks will not match those of the observations in Figure 20(a) in an absolute sense, hence we do not attempt to fit the observed data distribution. However, the model is nonetheless uniform in its treatment of the tiger stripes and the cross-cuts. It is adequate to reveal if our hypothesis is consistent in a relative sense between the timings of tiger stripe eruptions and cross-cut eruptions. Figure 21 shows that the net geyser activity predicted from the model for all 57 jet cracks has a peak that lags the maximum activity predicted for tiger stripes alone by 58°(i.e., 5.2 hr, about the same as the ∼5 hr lag from Nimmo et al. (2014) , and in the correct chronological sense). Although this reasonably matches the lag between the maximum predicted in Figure 15 . Right: asymmetric, radial pattern of striations and associated ice-blocks on active segment of Baghdad Sulcus visible in image NAC CL1:CL2 image N1637462964 (14 m pixel −1 ). Panel is centered on the summit of a precipice along the undulating tiger stripe flank (78°. 1S, 38°. 4W). To best show details, the image was corrected for slight spacecraft motion blur due using the approach of Helfenstein et al. (2013b) . right) Same as at left but circle highlights radial pattern of striations and ice-blocks centered on the precipice peak. Radial striations aligned with ice-blocks are interpreted as scour marks from a recent or active eruption. In the figure, they occur only on the right side of the tiger stripe rift. Ice blocks nearer the origin of the radial pattern are fewer and smaller than those at the distal edge of the pattern. Nimmo et al. (2014) and the observed primary maximum in Figure 20(a) , given the crudeness of our model the match is likely fortuitous.
A more sophisticated, physically based model of fracture kinetics and geyser response will be needed to obtain good fits of the tidal opening of fractures to the observed timing of plume intensity in an absolute sense. Such a model would consider details of the possible physical structure of geyser vents, rigorous modeling of fracture kinetics under the influence of tidal stress and subsurface rheology, and the contributions of non-discrete jetting along the fractures (cf. Nimmo et al. 2014 ). In addition, for simplicity, we assumed that each tilted jet erupts independently from tiger stripe opening and from cross-cut opening, respectively. This could be the case if a geyser vent that is aligned with a cross-cut is also displaced along it far enough away from its associated Table 3 of geysers 025-030 along digitized section of Baghdad Sulcus is shown superposed over a section of our highresolution (15 m pixel −1 ) polar stereographic gallery mosaic (Figure 4) . Each circle is centered on a geyser location is scaled to the 2-sigma position uncertainty. Open circles with a single external azimuth direction indicator correspond to geysers with very large azimuth uncertainties (Geysers 025, 028, 029). A circle with an inscribed arc centered on the azimuth direction indicator shows the azimuth uncertainty for accurately known jetting direction (Geysers 026, 027, 030). The map projection and additional uncertainty in the original placement of the digitized tiger stripes add an uncertainty of ∼40 pixels (a little larger than the thickness of the scale bar). (b) Same as (a) except but without overlay showing geyser locations. Instead, letters identify features that are both located nearby the mapped geysers and that also have morphologically distinct characteristics that likely identify them as the true locations of the active geysers. The letters ((d)-(h)) are keyed to the enlarged insets at right. (c) Proposed shift in the placement of Geysers 025-030 on the basis of their proximity to corresponding features ((d)-(h)) that provide morphological characteristics that are consistent with the observed geyser azimuth direction. Arrow points to location of pinnacle ridges shown in Figure 16. (d) Asymmetric, radial pattern of striations in proximity to Geyser 027 (same as in Figure 15 , except that inset is extracted from the mosaic map instead of directly from a motion-corrected image). The pattern of striations is consistent with the azimuth direction of Geyser 027. (e) Asymmetric bright albedo pattern near Geyser 028 that projects from the medial fracture across the tiger stripe left flank to the lower left of the image. Comparison shows that this direction matches the nominal azimuth of Geyser 028. (f) Semi-circular pattern of ice-blocks and lineations extending from the medial crack of Baghdad Sulcus outward on the left flank of the valley wall (toward the lower left direction in the image). The direction of the asymmetry pattern is consistent with the azimuth direction of Geyser 025, which is in proximity. (g) A ∼1.3 km diameter circular pit with a rounded raised rim is transected by a fracture that is orthogonal to and terminates against Baghdad Sulcus. The pit is adjacent to the junction of the fracture with Baghdad and nearby the predicted location of Geyser 026. The azimuth direction of Geyser 026 is approximately aligned with the orthogonal fracture. (h) Another circular pit (∼1.5 km diameter) with a rounded raised rim occurs near the juncture where Baghdad splits into two parallel cracks and it is adjacent to the predicted location of Geyser 029. The rounded rims appear to be coated with a bright albedo deposit that may have been emplaced by ongoing or recent geyser activity. Figure 15 (c)), image N1637462964, 14 m pixel −1 ). Small group of arrows identify thin, parallel sets of steeply dipping cracks that slice ridges into tilted slabs. Pinnacles line the ridge crests. The pinnacles most likely formed in response to local sublimation-aided erosion in the vicinity of a formerly active geyser. Pinnacles are poorly developed or absent on adjacent rounded ridges. tiger stripe fissure so that it is unaffected by tiger stripe motion and it thus independently activates only when the cross-cut opens. However, in most cases the cross-cuts are physically small in comparison to the tiger stripes and it is more likely is that the influence of cross-cuts is additive in some more subtle way to the activity from tiger stripe motions. For example, they may simply modulate the tiger stripe activity by keeping vents open at times when stresses resolved along the tiger stripes are compressive and would otherwise constrict the vent orifices or clamp them shut.
In summary, our analysis shows trends that are qualitatively consistent with our expectations that the cross-cutting fractures play a significant role in controlling the timing of maximum geyser activity, but perhaps not the dominant one. Our tests raise important questions that need to be assessed in future more accurate models; does the presence of a cross-cutting fracture significantly change the way tidal stresses are resolved at the intersection point of the fracture and the tiger stripe? Is jet activity on the cross-cut additive to the activity of the tiger stripe or does one simply modulate the other? How does the intensity of activity from a jet change over an orbital cycledoes it smoothly and systematically vary over time or does it erupt suddenly and intensely with the same flux throughout the eruption and then suddenly shut down?
Geyser-sculpted Morphology
Except for possible ballistic burial of terrain by ice particles falling out of the erupting jet and local sintering of the warm grains, morphological alteration of tectonic features due to direct physical interactions from erupting geysers is expected to occur mainly near the small, sub-kilometer scales in the immediate vicinity of the geysers (approximately within a range of a hundred of meters or less of an active geyser vent). Over this range, two contrasting thermophysical processes may operate to sculpt features within and adjacent to the tiger stripes; condensation of ice from the eruption jet at the orifice of each geyser vent, and ablation and thermal erosion around the periphery of the vent, respectively.
The high-resolution and favorable illumination and viewing geometry in Figures 15-17 reveal unusually detailed structural characteristics of the terrain that surrounds active vents. These images suggest previously unexplored ways that the geysers may interact with the surrounding surface materials and alter the morphology of the terrain.
Examples of surfaces that show clear signs of scouring or abrasion by jets are relatively rare, perhaps because very high spatial resolution may be needed to see them. One possible example was shown in Figure 15 where a semi-circular arrangement of narrow striations and blocks emerge to one side of a fracture along Baghdad Sulcus. The striations are near the limit of spatial resolution in the image and it is not clear if they are cracks, scour marks, or icy dust streaks that accumulated around icy blocks relative to the geyser jet flow. Support for their interpretation as scour features or dust streaks is shown in Figure 16 , which indicates that the azimuth direction of nearby geyser 027 is parallel to the with the striations. The coincidence of the asymmetric arrangement of the striations on the same side of Baghdad Sulcus and azimuthal orientation as jet 027 suggests that these features are scour marks or dust trails. They are reminiscent of araneiform features or "spiders" on Mars (de Villiers et al. 2012) which are erosional features that form in granular material from the rapid outflow of CO 2 gas through Figure 19 . Histograms of nearest-neighbor geyser spacing for all geysers excluding those on Alexandria Sulcus (see Table 14 ). (a) Histogram for geyser spacing on the sub-Saturn hemisphere of Enceladus, (b) histogram for geyser spacing on anti-Saturn hemisphere of Enceladus, (c) renormalized histogram containing data from (a) to (b). holes in the ice at high southern latitudes during the Martian spring. Figures 16(g) , (h) show locations where otherwise uniformly wide fissures are interrupted by circular dilations or enlargements of the troughs. The pit-like dilations are best defined by annular rounded rims that rise around their periphery. Figure 16 (c) suggests that these features may be centered respectively on Geysers 026 and 029. One implication is that discrete geyser jets played an important role in sculpting the dilations, both by ablating the walls of the fissure and by ballistically emplacing particulate fallout to form the annular rim. The diameters of the annuli are large enough (>1 km) so that other examples might be found in lower-resolution images. For example, in Figure 14 , similar features appear to be present just below Geyser 041 (Figure 14(c) ) and surrounding Geyser 045 (Figure 14(e) ).
Sublimation-aided Erosion
Sublimation may be an important agent for promoting the ablation of ice and sculpting of surface in close proximity to geysers. Martens et al. (2015) proposed that sublimation as a possible mechanism for disaggregating and eroding ice blocks along ubiquitous small cracks and seams that dissect heavily fractured exposures of solid ice (Porco et al. 2006 ). Goguen et al. (2013) showed through thermal modeling that sublimation should be an effective agent for ablating and widening the opening through which geysers erupt.
Observational evidence that sublimation-aided erosion occurs locally near active tiger stripes and at larger size-scales than the 9 m estimated width of a geyser vent is provided in Figure 17 , which shows a triangular-shaped arrangement of four narrow converging ridges that exhibit almost regularly spaced ice pinnacles along their crests. The unusual narrowness of the ridges and the absence of pinnacles along the crests of adjacent ridges that exhibit a more rounded topography suggest that a concentrated zone of elevated temperature and attendant sublimation eroded the sides of the ridges and preferentially enlarged thin cracks exposed at the ridge crests, leaving pinnacles between the eroded cracks. The process is analogous to the formation of terrestrial ice pinnacles on high-altitude glaciers (cf. O'Dell 1940), and does not require ablation by active geysers (although ablation by warm geyser jets would likely enhance the erosional process). No active geyser has been identified within the zone of pinnacle ridges. However, the pinnacle ridges may be the site of a formerly or intermittently active geyser.
For the observed amount of sublimation-aided erosion to be so localized, its efficacy must diminish quickly with distance from the vent or local hot spot. This behavior is consistent with the concentration of elevated temperatures along tiger stripe fissures and associated fractures and the rapid drop off in temperature with distance from the geyser vent (Abramov & Spencer 2014) . The rate of ice sublimation is a strong function of temperature. Recent high-resolution data from the Cassini VIMS instrument detected temperatures as high as 197 ± 20 K on Baghdad Sulcus (Goguen et al. 2013) , and observations from the CIRS instrument had previously measured Note. a Error accounting for uncertainty in fracture or jet azimuth direction. Nimmo et al. 2014) . ISS data from Porco et al. (2014) , VIMS data from Hedman et al. (2013) . The plume intensity plot shows two brightness maxima; a strong primary peak near 200°, and a weaker secondary peak near 45°. (b) Dependence on Mean Anomaly of periodic normal stresses and timings of opening and closing of Geyser 027 as predicted from the simple model in the appendix. Geyser 027 is transected by both a tiger stripe (Baghdad Sulcus) and a cross-cutting fabric of cracks. Shown separately are the predicted normal stresses resolved along the tiger stripe (solid curve) and the cross-cut (dashed curve), respectively. For the tiger stripe example, the arrows and dot-symbols identify when the tiger stripe begins to open (as resolved normal stress on the vent transitions from compression to tension) and when the tiger stripe begins to close (when the normal stress transitions from tension back to compression). Similar dot-symbols identify opening/closing times on the cross-cuts. (c) Predicted relative amounts of opening and closing of the tiger stripe (solid curve) and cross-cut (dashed curve) in response to the corresponding normal stresses represented in (b). The cross-cut amplitude is shown relative to the tiger stripe maximum. Independent opening and closing of the tiger stripe and the cross-cutting crack, respectively, are shown. The fully closed and maximum open events are indicated for the tiger stripe. The corresponding events for the cross-cutting crack lag the tiger stripe by about 120°(11 hr). Figure 21 . Comparison of the predicted total amount of geyser vent opening combined from the 57 trusted jets along jet cracks (dashed curves) in comparison to predicted activity along the tiger stripes (solid curves). The lag angle represents the difference in Mean Anomaly measured from the maximum opening of the tiger stripe vents. (a) Comparison of predicted geyser openings on all tiger stripes combined. The curve maximum for the jet cracks lags that for the tiger stripes by 58° ( temperatures on Damascus Sulcus as high as 190 K, but these temperatures are confined to fissures or vents that are less than tens of meters wide. Temperatures fall quickly with distance from the fissures. At distances of tens of kilometers, between the tiger stripes and within the funiscular plains that separate them, temperatures likely drop well below 120 K (cf. Spencer et al. 2013) to near the passive thermalized sunlight temperature.
The visible erosion on the pinnacle ridges in Figure 17 suggests that temperatures are high enough to be effective over the local triangular footprint area of 22.4 km 2 in area, or an average 2.7 km in radial distance from the hot spot. For the sublimation not to be seen on adjacent rounded ridges, the temperature must fall below a threshold that is difficult to determine because we have no a priori knowledge of how long a time period a local thermal anomaly and enhanced sublimation might have persisted. No active geyser has been identified in this location in Porco et al. (2014) and the best published CIRS temperature map of the region is not high enough in spatial resolution to accurately define the thermal gradient in our area of interest. Even if it were, the pinnacle ridges may have formed at an earlier time and from a different distribution of hot-spots than exist today. In Figure 17 , the pinnacles that are most strongly developed occur near the convergence of three narrow ridges where they are spaced 560 m apart. A medial fissure or geyser vent at the center of each trough between the ridges would be spaced ∼230 m from the ridge crests where the pinnacles formed. It is thus plausible that the pinnacles formed due to sublimation-aided erosion from a formerly or intermittently active adjacent geyser, but not from a geyser along Baghdad Sulcus, which is more than a kilometer away. We concur with the suggestion of Martens et al. (2015) that sublimation does not likely act alone to sculpt features like the pinnacle ridges. Rather, some combination of sublimation and ablation may be at work, or sublimation may preferentially erode cracks so that material to mobilize mass wasting processes. Porco et al. (2014) recently concluded that coincidence of individual jets with very small (∼10 m) hot spots detected in high resolution Cassini VIMS data strongly suggests that the heat accompanying the geysers is transported, in the form of latent heat, from a sub-ice-shell sea of liquid water, with vapor condensing on the near-surface walls of the fractures. Because most of the condensation likely occurs below the surface near the top of the geyser conduit, the most observable surface morphological expression of condensed ice most likely would arise from the cyclic diurnal stresses and motions of the fractures as they periodically open and close.
Condensation of Ice
The "shark fins" and paired medial ridges (Figure 18 ) provide the best available morphological evidence for this process. Helfenstein et al. (2008) first suggested that the shark fins may be analogs to terrestrial ridges known as positive flower structures. On Earth, morphologically similar ridges occur along sea-floor transform faults where chilled, relatively viscous magma is extruded by transpression into narrow, paired ridges along the fault. Tidal flexing of Enceladus predicts that alternating cycles of transpression (shear accompanied by compression) and transtension (shear accompanied by tension) will occur along the tiger stripes, and other fractures throughout the SPT. A key observation is that shark-fins occur primarily within tiger stripes or features that appear to be extinct examples of them (cf. Spencer et al. 2009, p. 683) . The presence of and pristine appearance of shark fins in active tiger stripes, and their relative absence along most other fractures in the SPT suggests that the narrow ridges arise because of the progressive accumulation of condensed ice on the walls of geyser conduits that becomes crushed and extruded during repeated diurnal transpressional cycles.
Structural Control of Tilted Jets
It is not well understood how structural aspects of geyser conduits and local surface topography influences the geometry of tilted jets, especially for those which are affected by crosscutting fractures. For example, the conditions under which a tilted jet will align with a cross-cutting fracture instead of the tiger stripe fissure itself are not obvious. A simple hypothesis is that geysers that preferably align with cross-cutting fractures may erupt from vents that are displaced from the medial tiger stripe fissure along the cross-cutting fracture. The uncertainties in our vent locations preclude accurate identification of these cases, but Figure 16 (c) suggests that Geysers 026-030 may be case examples for which the geyser vents are offset from the main tiger stripe fissure and have jet azimuths that do not align with the tiger stripe. If cross-cut-aligned jets are caused by geyser vents that are slightly offset along the cross-cut from the medial fissures of the tiger stripe, a possible consequence is that they may be relatively unaffected by tidal opening of the nearby tiger stripe and they may activate only when the crosscut opens.
Alternatively, some tilted jets may erupt at the intersection point of the tiger stripe fissure and a cross-cut. For the jets to be tilted, all that is required is that the vent orifice be asymmetrically shaped. As discussed earlier, sculpting of the surface could occur from sublimation-aided erosion and ablation of the vent orifice, the formation of condensation ice plugs within it, or some combination of both mechanisms. The presence of a cross-cutting fracture that breaches the side of a vent may facility the formation of such an orifice asymmetry.
Spacing of Geysers
In Section 4.4 we found that the geysers appear to be arranged along tiger stripes in groups within which the average nearest-neighbor spacing is typically 5 km; the width of the distribution, ∼2 km, argues for reasonable uniformity in their spacing. The relatively uniform spacing of groups of geysers along the tiger stripes suggests that their geometric placement is related to and controlled by a systematic physical mechanism that opens eruption conduits at relatively uniform intervals. In Sections 4.2-4.3 and our discussion in Section 5.1 we conclude that fractures that cross-cut the tiger stripes play an important role in controlling the orientations and timings of erupting jets. However, there is little evidence that the uniform spacing of geysers is determined by the presence of regional quasi-parallel fracture networks that surround the tiger stripes. The most uniform and widespread of these are the ropy ridges of funiscular plains in which each ridge appears to be bound on either side by a narrow fault. Barr & Preuss (2010) interpret these features as folds and determined that individual folds have a typical width of 1.1 ± 0.4 km, which corresponds to a significantly smaller width than the ∼5 km spacing of the geysers. In cases where the jets are parallel to gossamer cracks, the fracture spacing is even finer, less than a few hundred meters. We thus propose that the regional quasi-parallel fracture networks do not control the locations and spacing of geysers. Rather, the pre-existing geysers simply exploit regional fabrics of cross-cutting fractures as lateral conduits when one of the fractures happens to intersect with the geyser vent.
However, a viable tectonic mechanism for the origin of uniform geyser spacing along the tiger stripes may be found in the structural geological interpretation and detailed tectonic mapping by Yin & Pappalardo (2015) that ties the formation and evolution of the SPT to gravitational sliding and bookshelf faulting. That work identified left-slip faulting along the tiger stripes. Under left-slip shear, en echelon shear fractures such as Riedel R-shear), Conjugate-Riedel (R'-shear), and P-shear fractures (cf. Tchalenko 1970) should develop within the shear zone centered along the strike of the tiger stripe. Experimental modeling work on clays and sand (Tchalenko 1970; Wilcox et al. 1973; Naylor et al. 1986; Davis et al. 2000) show that the R, R′, and P-shears are typically arranged in an evenly spaced en echelon pattern. The resulting evenly spaced en echelon fractures may terminate in local openings (cf. Davis et al. 2000) that, in the case of Enceladus cut across the tiger stripe and act as geyser conduits. This concept has been applied to explain the locations of terrestrial plutons (Tikoff & Teyssier 1992) associated with strike-slip shear zones and back-arc basins associated with lithospheric extension (Yin 2010) . The results of Porco et al. (2014) suggest that discrete narrow jets are concentrated at wider openings; in this context those that would exist at the termini of en echelon Riedel fractures.
An interesting consequence of this formation mechanism is that the spacing of geysers should be comparable to the thickness of the brittle layer or icy lithosphere in the vicinity of the tiger stripes (Naylor et al. 1986 ). Our mean geyser spacing of 5 ± 2 km from Table 16 is in good agreement with the independently estimated thickness of ∼5 km or less for the brittle layer in the tiger stripe region obtained from geophysical modeling work of Běhounková et al. (2015) . Table 16 also showed that nearest-neighbors on the anti-Saturn hemisphere separated by ∼1.5 times farther than on the sub-Saturn hemisphere. In the context above, this might suggest that the lithosphere on the anti-Saturn side of the SPT is thicker than on the sub-Saturn side.
One uniform hemispheric difference in the tectonic structure of tiger stripes is that, on the sub-Saturn hemisphere, the tiger stripes are bifurcated into branches at their distal ends as horsetail fault zones, whereas, on the anti-Saturn hemisphere, the distal ends of the tiger stripes tend to terminate in rightlateral hook-shaped fold-thrust zones. Yin & Pappalardo (2015) attribute this difference to gravitational spreading, and clockwise rotation of the SPT accompanied by left-slip bookshelf-style faulting along the tiger stripes. It is plausible that stresses involved in creating the dichotomy between the style of fracture termination at the distal ends of tiger stripes may also control the spacing of cross-cutting fractures or of macroscopic mechanical weaknesses that comprise a crosscutting tectonic fabric-either or both of which may also control the spacing of geysers along the tiger stripes.
Finally, Table 16 suggests a possible systematic trend of progressively decreasing nearest-neighbor spacing from Alexandria Sulcus to Damascus Sulcus (that is, from the trailinghemisphere side to the leading-hemisphere side of the SPT). This trend appears also to correlate with the observed higher geyser activity level on Damascus and Baghdad in comparison to that on Cairo and Alexandria (see Porco et al. 2014) .
The possibility that most of Enceladus' geysers are not discrete but are "phantoms," resulting from sharp bends in a continuous curtain of erupting material and appearing narrow and discrete when observed from particular directions (Spitale et al. 2015) , is at present a hypothetical idea with no substantiated application to the jets identified in Porco et al. (2014) . 6 Consequently, in the work presented here, we have treated all 101 jets as real, noting that the presence of linear arrays of geysers is not mutually exclusive of curtains of material erupting in between. Such a possible interpretation of Cassini images of the jets has, in fact, already been presented , and has long been known to be a plausible interpretation of Cassini stellar occultation data (e.g., Tian et al. 2006; Hansen et al. 2011 ) and in situ particle data (e.g., Jones et al. 2009; Postberg et al. 2011) . We further note that the consistencies (mentioned above) between our results for the mean, and level of uniformity, in geyser spacing, and the values of these parameters suggested by recent models of bookshelf faulting within the fractures (Yin & Pappalardo 2015) and interior viscosity structure (Běhounková et al. 2015) , lend support to the widespread presence of discrete geysers along the tiger stripe fractures ).
CONCLUSIONS
The spacing of geysers on Enceladus is not random, but remarkably uniform along the most active tiger stripes, with a mean of ∼5 km and a distribution with a standard deviation of 2 km. This spacing may be controlled by en echelon shear fractures that are predicted to cut across the tiger stripes that have undergone significant left-lateral strike slip. It is noteworthy that this mechanism is fully consistent with, and an expected consequence of, the bookshelf faulting model for the evolution of the SPT proposed by Yin & Pappalardo (2015) . The orientations of geysers on Enceladus are also not random. In particular the azimuth directions of tilted jets are strongly correlated with the directions of the tiger stripes, crosscutting fractures, or the orientations of local fine-scale tectonic fabrics. We thus conclude that the orientations of tiger stripes and cross-cutting fractures and tectonic fabrics are primary determining factors of jet azimuthal orientation. The timing of minimum and maximum plume activity may be significantly affected by the presence of cross-cutting fractures that open and close under the influence of tidal flexing at different times than the tiger stripes themselves. This difference in timing may partly account for observed time lags between model predicted maximums of the tiger stripes and the observed correlation of maximum plume intensity with the orbital position.
Geyser jets and their associated local hot-spots have the capacity to alter the morphology of surrounding icy geological features, possibly through ablation and sublimation-aided erosion but also through condensation (which is the source of the heat) and the creation of vent plugs. Plausible morphological examples of ablation and sublimation-erosion include formations of pinnacles along the ridge crests surrounding active areas on and near tiger stripes fractures, possible scourmarks or dust trails surrounding active vents, and the excavation of circular pit-like enlargements of active fracture troughs. Morphological evidence for condensation of ice within the geyser conduits are narrow, paired medial ridges called "shark fins" that flank the medial fissures of tiger stripe valleys. They appear to be formed by extrusion of condensed plug-ice that is compressed and crushed by transpressional stresses that accompany Enceladus diurnal tides.
Additional modeling work is needed to fully investigate how the timing of eruptions may be simultaneously controlled by tidal dilation of tiger stripes and cross-cutting fractures. One important factor is how the maximum eruptive strength of the geysers might vary with location, especially in relation to regional temperature variations along and among the tiger stripes. Another consideration is the extent to which opening of vents along the tiger stripe fractures operate independently from vents that might be slightly offset from tiger stripes along cross-cutting fractures.
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APPENDIX SIMPLE MODEL OF TIDALLY CONTROLLED GEYSER ACTIVITY
A simple ad hoc model of tidally controlled fracture kinetics suffices to explore if opening and closing of vents along crosscuts can result in significant periodic perturbations in the timing of plume activity. Figure 20(a) shows evidence that such perturbations occur in the observed integral intensity of the Enceladus plume. In particular, the plume brightness profile bimodally varies with Mean Anomaly, with a strong major peak at ∼200°and a weaker secondary peak at ∼45°that leads the major peak by ∼155°(14.2 hr). Because the cross-cuts are situated at different angles relative to the Enceladus tidal axis than the tiger stripes, we fully expect the geysers that they affect should open and close at somewhat different times than if they are affected only by the opening and closing of the tiger stripe fissures alone. Our intent in presenting the simple model that follows is not to accurately fit the data of Figure 20(a) , but rather only to see if the predicted timing of opening and closing along cross-cuts can produce a significant lag relative to when the primary maximum is predicted to occur. Our fracture kinetic model is a conceptual analog to a highly damped oscillator. We adopt the elastic tidal stress model from Nimmo et al. (2007) as a forcing function, and we assume that the tiger stripe or cross-cut response is completely in phase with the oscillator. In this latter sense, the model is nonphysical because it ignores rheological effects and static frictional resistance that would incur a possibly substantial phase delay. Moreover, we have no a priori knowledge of the mean eruption state of any given tiger stripe or cross-cut fissure -for example, it could be closed for most of the cycle or it may be variably open at all times and just erupt more intensely at some times than others.
We use the Nimmo et al. (2007) stress model to predict how diurnal stresses resolve along the tiger stripes and cross-cuts and we make the following assumptions about the relationship between the tidal stresses and the opening and closing kinetics of fractures: A geyser vent is assumed to emerge from a discrete conduit that lies at the intersection of a tiger stripe and an intersecting cross-cut fracture or mechanical weakness. We verified our model calculations against Nimmo et al. (2007, Figure A) .
(1) The instantaneous strength of a geyser eruption is assumed to be proportional to the cross-sectional open area in comparison to its maximum or full opening. For the purpose of the calculations here, we take the crosssection to be the square of the opening width.
(2) The total flux of eruption materials from all sources at a given time is assumed to come only from the discrete geysers-the model ignores any possible contributions of non-discrete eruptive curtains along continuous sections of the fissures.
(3) A geyser vent begins to open when the resolved tidally induced normal stress, s t n ( ) where t is time, on that fracture transitions from compression (negative normal stress) to tension (positive normal stress).
(4) Once the vent begins to open, it continues to do so as long as the normal stress remains in tension. (5) A vent begins to close when the resolved normal stress transitions from tension to compression. (6) Once a vent begins to close, it continues to close as long as the normal stress remains in compression. (However, it closes completely only at the instant before tension returns and it immediately begins to open again.) (7) The instantaneous rate at which the vent opens or closes is proportional to the corresponding instantaneous magnitude of the resolved normal stress. (8) The relative maximum strengths of the geyser eruptions relative to each other are assumed to vary in proportion to the activity proxy (normalized sighting frequency) given in Porco et al. (2014) .
We make no assumptions about how the specific shape of the vent changes in response to the different orientations of the tiger stripe and cross-cutting fracture. Rather, we treat the opening and closing of the vent independently for each of the intersecting fissures. For this test, it is not necessary that we superpose the simultaneous effects of the opening along the tiger stripe and the intersecting cross-cut. However, we do not exclude any of the geysers that are aligned with the tiger stripe.
At each jet location, we compute the local stress tensor in increments of 2π/1000 radians of Mean Anomaly over an Enceladus orbit. We resolve the stress tensor first along the azimuth of the tiger stripe and then along the azimuth of the cross-cutting fracture and identify the mean anomaly at which each fracture is just beginning to open. Then, starting from the opening time at each fracture orientation we progressively integrate s t dt n ( ) over each increment of Mean Anomaly and normalize the curve to the integral value at the Mean Anomaly for which the value is maximum. Figures 20(b) , (c) provides an example of our model for the geometry of Geyser 027. Figure 20(b) plots the resolved normal stress as a function of mean anomaly separately for its location on the tiger stripe (Baghdad Sulcus) and the crosscutting fracture, respectively. The curves of normal stress for the two fractures are similar in shape, but stress amplitude for the cross-cut curve is very slightly larger than for the tiger stripe alone. The jet crack maximum lags the tiger stripe maximum by 121°(11.1 hr) in Mean Anomaly. The offset in Figure 20 (b) is reflected in Figure 20 (c), which shows that the maximum opening and closing of the vent due to the tiger stripe precedes those due to the cross-cut, respectively, by the same amount (121°, or 11.1 hr).
The predicted integral contributions of all 57 azimuthally trusted geysers are in Figure 21 . In these plots, we compare the timing of geyser vent openings assuming that the vents erupt only when the tiger stripes open to the case where timing of geyser vent openings is predicted instead by the orientation of the jet azimuth (whether aligned with a tiger stripe or a crosscutting fracture). In particular, the lag angle represents the difference in Mean Anomaly measured from the maximum opening of the vents that would be due to tiger stripe fissures moving alone. In Figure 21(b) , (c), (d), (e), we examine systematic trends in the offsets separately for each tiger stripe.
It is useful to compare these panels to the corresponding panels of Figure 9 that show histograms of the jet azimuths relative to the orientations of the tiger stripes. The net trend in Figure 21 (a) arises almost entirely from Damascus Sulcus (Figure 21(b) ) and Baghdad Sulcus (Figure 21(c) ). This is not surprising because these two tiger stripes contain the majority of geysers and, in addition, Porco et al. (2014) showed that the most active geysers lie along Damascus and Baghdad. The contributions of geysers along Cairo Sulcus and Alexandria Sulcus are relatively minor. Figure 21(d) shows that the curve maximum for the cross-cuts on Cairo Sulcus deviates little from the curve maximum predicted for the tiger stripe itself. This is expected from Figure 9 which shows that jets aligned with the tiger stripe dominate over the jets aligned with the few cross-cuts. Finally, Figure 21 (e) shows a peculiar bi-modal pattern of cross-cut geyser activity on for Cairo Sulcus. A primary maximum near +120°lags a secondary bump near −90°by 210°. Figure 9 shows that the jet azimuths of the 5 geysers on Alexandria Sulcus are also bi-modally distributed with a separation angle of 210°.
The results and implications are discussed in Section 5.2.
